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~ ing'shoes or like ‘articles may be permanently‘ 
c retained on shelves and the articles removed‘, 
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1 ‘Application ?led my 14, ices. ~ Serial m5. 122,433. 

-?Broadly my improvement has reference to 
boxes or containers for shoesor like articles 

I designed to be arranged on shelves in stores, 
‘ but especially the improvement aims topro 
5 Vide a system whereby stacked boxes contain 

‘from any of the boxes for display and sale 
without interfering with'theiremaining boxesv 
or the'artic'les therein. . - I 

' A further object is the provision of boxes 
.r' 'or the like designed as containers for'shoes 

or other articles of merchandise which are 
" designed. to be'stacked on’ shelves vinv a'store, 
each of which comprisesan ‘outer, case hav 
ing frictional orfimpingingxmeans for con; 

> tacting with the‘shelf'ori'case on which it 
rests so that the‘ said‘ cases will‘ beheld im 
movablypositioned, ‘each of saidvcases hav 
ing slidable therein aftray‘ divided by vparti- I 

v. tions into two compartments and having-an 
, outerhinged end provided :with a tab or like 

‘ element designed to be ' grasped for‘sliding 
the tray outwardly of the case whereby‘ the 
articles may be removed from or replaced in 25 
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the tray, there being‘ means for limiting thev 
outward sliding movement of the tray. 

‘ - A'further-object is the provision of the aré ' 
rangement of boxes or containerson shelves 
in 'a manner whereby any of such articles 
may be conveniently removed or replaced 
without removing the container therefor, or 
‘interfering with the containers for; the re-, 
maining articles. ‘ v V - 

To the attainment of ‘the above broadly 
stated objects and ‘others, which’ will present 
themselves as the nature of the invention is 

, better understood, the ‘improvement resides 
in the novel features ofconstruction, combi 
nation and operative‘association of parts,-a 

I satisfactory embodimentxof which is"illus-> 
trated by the accompanying drawings. I 
In the drawings: “ 
Figure 1, is a perspective view showing the 

' varrangement'of my containers on a shelf. ' 
Figure 2 is a substantially central vertical - 

longitudinal sectional view through" one of 
the containers and thesupporting shelf there-Vi 
for. a 

Figure 3 is a perspective view, with parts 

or replaced in the tray. 

broken away and parts in section, illustrat 
ing the lnner container or tray moved out 
.wardly throu h the outer'container or case 
therefor, as w en articles are to be removed 

V Figure 4: is a detail sectional view to illus 
trate the hinged connection ‘between the sec~ » 
tions constitutingthe inner container or tray. 

vIn the following speci?cation I shall refer 
"to my improvement as a shoebox or con-‘ 
tainer and a system for nesting such shoe 
boxes or conta1ners,'but obviously the im 
provement may be employed ‘for containing 
Larticles other than“shoes.r-, Inshoe-dispens 
ing emporiums- the jboxes‘arel‘ stacked‘ on 
shelves. These ‘boxes, ‘as are the‘ boxes that 
constitute improvement,‘ are of ' standard 
size to meet the regulations'of the shoe man~ 
ufacturers and the requirements of the re 
tailers in‘ so far as the shelves in the re‘ 
tailer’s‘ store are proportioned to hold a- de 
termined number of such boxes.” The boxes 7 
are arranged'onthe shelves, one resting on 
the otherand the stock is usually carried in 
whole and half‘numbers, such as, say a num 
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ber 6'shoeof'one' particular style would'be ‘ 
in the bottom row of boxes while a number 
(51/2 size would bein the row resting on those 
]ust mentioned and so on. The stock num 
ber, style, size and other necessary 1nforma~l 

‘ tion is stamped on the outer end of the ?anged 
lid or cover of the box.v Whenacustomer 
requires a shoe of a certain size, say a No. 6 
shoe, the'clerk removes the box containing 
this shoe from‘ the shelf and the boxes con 
taining other shoes above the removed box 
will drop into the space previously occupied 
thereby, .thus mixing the stock and causing 
inconvenience in placing the stock back into 
position after the customer has been waited 
on. In addition to this the constant removal 

" and falling of boxes'results in the breakage 
thereof, thetearing of the lids and other in 
conveniences, With my system and box or 
container construction, the nested boxes or 
containers may?remain inde?nitely when 
‘stacked onthe, shelves and the articles may 
be removed therefrom and replaced therein 
in an easy and expeditious manner and with 
out injury to either the boxes or to the ar 
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ticles. Also with my improvement it will be 
noted that the labor of the clerk in waiting 
upon customers who’ demand the showing of 
a large number of shoes will be greatly re 
duced. The boxes or containers may be made 
of any desired material, but are preferably 
cheaply constructed and are, therefore, of 
paste “board. ' The boxes, especially the outer 
and exposed ends thereof, are preferably 
grained in imitation of the woodwork of the 
shelves or may beotherwis‘e ornamented to 
add to the attractiveness thereof. _ ‘ 

Referring now to the drawings in detail, 
it will be noted that each» of my improved. 
boxes or containers includes an outer mem 
ber 1n the nature of a case 1. Each case 1 
has its rear end closed, as at 2, and has its 
‘bottom provided with depending frictional 
or impinging elements 3. The elements 
are a desired feature of the improvement, 
for the reason that those on the boxes that 
rest directly on the shelves have impinging 
engagement with said shelves so that this se~ ' 
ries of boxes is held properly positioned and - 
immovable on the shelves, while the super 
imposed boxes have a like impinging en 

‘ gagement between each other. The elements 
3 are of substantially U~shaped formation 

’ and afford rests as well as ‘tracks for the trays 

. container. 

ranged within the boxes. 
hereinafter to be described which are ar-. 

‘Inea‘ch case 1 there is slidably received a 

sections, the inner section constituting a tray 
‘which is indicated by the numeral 11, and- the 
outer section, indicated by the numeral 5, is 
‘in, the nature of a hollow member that has its 
inner face open. The tray 4E is divided by a 
central partition 6 into two compartments, 

. and the side walls of each compartment has 
its outer edge reduced, as at 7, but widened, as 
at 8, to the juncture of the said side walls with 
the back 9 of the tray. There is a hinged 

connection 10 between the sections 4 and of the container. Preferably the hinge is 

provided by gluing strips of fabric onto the 
' confronting ends ofthe base portions of the 
sections 4 and 5. The outer edges of the side 

' ‘ walls providing the compartments are beveled 
F and the inner side walls of the hollow end 
v5 are also beveled, as 11, sothat what is 
normally the top wall 12 of the end 5, is of a 

‘ materially less width than the bottom wall 
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13 thereof. The wall 12 of the hollow end 5 
has inscribed thereon suitable indicia 14 rela 
tive to the contentsof-the box, and the outer 

3 face of the said ‘end‘5 is likewise inscribed as 
indicated by the numeral ‘15 in'Figure 1 of 
the drawings. ‘On the outer faceof the hol 

1 low end of each container there is fixed‘ a pull 
"tab 16. As disclosed’ by the drawings, the‘ 
‘pair of shoes received ‘in the‘ compartments 
in the tray ‘of the slidable‘ container are re~: 
iversely arranged. ifThis‘is for‘the conven 

‘ ‘ wience of both the salesman and the purchaser. 

The container is made up ofv two. 

1,781,624 

The salesman can readily grasp the heel end 
of one of the shoes and withdraw the same 
from its compartment, while the purchaser 
can observe both the heel and toe portions 
of the shoes before their removal from the 
compartments. Should the purchaser decide 
that the shoes are not desired the clerk can 
readily rearrange the same in vthe compart 
ments and close the end 5 and slide the con 
tainer in the easel. The container cannot 
be wholly withdrawn-from the case, as there 
is a ?exible element 17 secured to the back 9 ’ 
of the tray part of the container and the back 
2 of the case 1. . ‘This element 17 is of a length 
that will permit vthe hollow end 5 dropping 
to the positionillustrated‘in Figures land 3 
when the . container is drawn outwardly 
through the case. By constructing the end 
5 in the nature of the hollow member the 

. same-not only has the data 14L and115 imp‘rint 
. ed on the opposite faces'thereof butthe said 
end, provides a compartment that may con 
tain information for the salesman or a pack 
ing which will prevent injury ‘to thefouter 
ends of the shoes. As stated,€the boxes are 
designed ‘to remain a ?xture on the shelf, 
and when a purchase 1811113116 thelshoes are 
removed therefrom :and wrapped and the 
hollow end of the container or‘coveris swung 
to closed position: and moved :back into‘ the: 
case and suitable data may be arranged be 
tween the tab 16 and the front of‘the' end 5: to 
inform the clerk thatfthe- box is empty. The 
box,‘ of course, may be‘re?lled with other 
‘shoes after the original contents "have been 
‘removed, and even were no data attached'to 
thebox it is onlya comparatively slight task 
for the ‘salesman to exert a 'pull upon the 
tab 16 to swingfthe end 5 to ascertainithat 
the box is empty, in instances wherepthe 
prompt re?lling thereof isnotmade. 
' Having described‘the inventiornT/claim :—~ 
A drop end 'sh'oe‘box constructed to display 

(the shoes Without removing the same from 
the box, said box comprising‘anouter case 
open atone end, a slidabl'e‘ container wholly 
arranged within the case and including a bot 
tom, rear end walls, opposed side wallsiand a 

_ centrally located partition parallel with the 
side >walls,_said sidewalls and partition being 
materially reduced in length for the ma]or 
.portion‘ ofwtheir length adjacent the ,open 
end of the case, ‘whereby the major portion 
‘of the shoes received by the latter will be 
presented to view when the box-is open, a 
'tray ‘having its innerv endhingedly- secured 
to the outer end of'the slidable container, and 
normally arranged vertically within the‘case, 
andadapted to be swung outwardly there 
from to a'horizontal position, when the con- . 
tainer is slid outwardly with relation'tothe 
case,~and a'flexible element terminally con 
nected with the adjacent rear walls of :the 

“case and containerxto ‘limit the ‘movement 
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of the‘ container, and maintain the latter 
wholly Within the case when the tray is swung 
to its horizontal position, whereupon a por 
tion of the shoes will be projected from the 
case for display. ' 

In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

LELAND s. BARNES. 


